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Abstract: In today’s technology, there are many more attacks comes to know every day due to that the system fails to control on 
that. The systems are using many techniques to control on those attacks to protect system from unauthorised access. Intrusions 
can destroy the security of the system to enter into system. Intrusion detection system can detects the access of unauthorised user 
in a system. This Intrusion detection system can gives protection from intrusion by detecting the access of unauthorised person 
and system can blocks the access automatically. To detect the intrusion, an Intrusion Detection System is used. Most computer 
systems use user IDs and passwords as the login patterns to authenticate users. However, many people share their login patterns 
or passwords with co-workers or friends and request these co-workers to assist co-tasks, thereby making the pattern as one of the 
weakest points of computer security. Normal computer security cannot handle intrusions therefore, this paper can explain about 
intrusion detection system and how it works.  Insider attackers, the valid users of a system or if internal attackers of the system  
who attack the system internally, are hard to detect and protect since most intrusion detection systems and firewall identify and 
isolate malicious behaviours launched from the outside world. Therefore, in this paper, a security system, Internal Intrusion 
Detection and Protection System (IIDPS), is proposed to detect insider attacks and protect us from any malicious behaviour. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
There are many more attacks are comes like SQL Injection, Brute force attack, Depth first search attack, Ransome ware attack these 
attacks are very harmful for system but there is one thing that protect us from external attacks named as firewall. Firewall is a 
system that gives security from external attacks to system. It can detect the malicious from data and also stop it from affecting 
system. But the firewall don’t protect the system from internal attacks, because firewall is not designed in such a way that to protect 
or secure the system from internal attacks. A firewall typically establishes a barrier between a trusted internal network and untrusted 
outside network, such as the Internet. 
Therefore we are design the system which gives security from internal attacks and protect them. This system gives protection from 
internal attacks. If internal user does the malicious behaviour then system detect the unauthorised access and block user. 
Here, we take an example of banking system where the bank manager have all the access to the system if the bank manager share 
his password to bank employee and tell him to handle accounts detail and maintain it and if the employee is trying to access the 
another feature that is not given by manager then system will detects it and block the user from access for security purpose. The 
system is work on automation process to detect and provide protection from unauthorised user. System can handle all the malicious 
activity done by the bank employee other than the activity given by the bank manager. 
This system work as a security tool it can create users personal profile and gives the protection from unauthorised access that can be 
done internally. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
A. An Internal Intrusion Detection and Protection System by Using Data Mining and Forensic Techniques: 

Data mining techniques works efficiently to identify the patterns and use of System call. 

B. An Internal Intrusion Detection and Protection System Using Data Mining and ACO Techniques: 
How to detect pattern to protect system from unauthorised access and use of AOC techniques. 

C. A survey on intrusion detection and protection system using data mining and forensic techniques: 
The use of data mining techniques with forensic technique to protect the system. 

D. A Multi-Layered Approach to the Design of Intelligent Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IIDPS): 
This system gives signature based protection. 
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E. Detecting Internal Intrusion of the System Using Data Mining:  
Highly utilisation of data mining technique to automate the system. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 
In Internal Intrusion Detection and Protection System (IIDPS) intruder get the login ID and password that login ID and password 
helps to log in to the system, access users’ private files, or modify or destroy system settings. Username and Passwords gives 
authority to do anything. However, it is very difficult to identify who the attacker\intruder and no one notification to the 
administrator at the time of hacking. 

 
Fig. 1  Existing system block diagram 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The proposed system offer a security system and protection, named Internal Intrusion detection and Protection System (IIDPS), that 
detects malicious behaviour of the user launched toward a system. Here system maintain log file and if intruder tried to acquire log 
file IDS running on the based host to detect extract intrusion and then it will be given an alert message to security administrator 
about the intrusion which take require decision to mitigate them then Administrator block this intruder or system will block the 
intruder automatically. In addition when intruder try to login then OTP is send to authenticate user for authentication. If entered 
OTP match with the OTP send through mail then and then only user will be able to login. 

 
Fig. 2  Proposed system block diagram 
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V. ADVANTAGES 
1)  Effective against Internal intruders to detect and protect from them. This system is manly designed for protecting from internal 

attacks and it works efficiently to protect us from internal intrusion. 
2)  Determine insider attackers as well as detect them and protect from them. 
3)  Easy to determine the number of hosts attacked. 
4)  The system uses OTP based protection. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 
In Intrusion Detection Data Mining refers to the process data to maintain log information of each user, previously unknown and 
useful information from large databases. It is a convenient way of extracting patterns and focuses on issues relating to their 
feasibility, utility, efficiency, and scalability. Thus data mining techniques help to detect patterns in data set and the habit use these 
patterns to detect future intrusions. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
An Intrusion Detection and Protection System give security and protection from the unauthorised access to secure the data on the 
system. This System maintains the log information of each user to handle the behavioural access. This system gives security and 
protection from internal intruders and manages the data on  system. 
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